
Declaration of consent 
signed by legal guardian
As the representative of both parents/legal guardians (further only Guardian), with my signature I confirm that I ag-
ree with the transport of my son/daughter (further only Passenger) by the bus of Slovak Lines Express, a.s. com-
pany located at Mlynské Nivy 5, 811 09 Bratislava, IČO 44667345 and by the bus of a partner company of Slovak 
Lines Express, a.s. I, the undersigned Guardian, declare that in this case I am taking over the full responsibility for a 
minor passenger following him/her getting out of the bus at any point during transport. Passengers under the age 
of 15 may not travel unaccompanied by an adult. A Passenger aged 1517,99 years travelling unaccompanied by 
an adult can travel only with the Consent form filled in by their Guardian. In the case of regular travel to and from 
the school, this consent is valid for 1 (one) school year. Every Passenger is required to possess valid ID needed for 
transport (ID, passport). You can find the unabridged Conditions of Carriage at www.slovaklines.com website. The 
Passenger is obliged to present the consent when boarding the bus. 

I also declare that the minor is traveling abroad unaccompanied voluntarily, this not to be considered neither a 
kidnapping, nor that the trip is against the will of any of his/her parents/legal guardians. I am aware of the legal 
consequences in the case of citing incorrect data being the content of this authorization - declaration. With my 
signature I confirm that all the stated information is correct.

Traveling from

Traveling to

Date of trip

Trip info

Name and surname

ID number

Address of residence

Passenger

Date of birth

Name and surname

Relation to the Passenger

Phone number

Representative of the Passenger

In the form +421 000 000 000

Issued on (date) Signature of parent or a legal representative

Information on the protection of your personal data can be found on our 
website www.slovaklines.sk in the Privacy policy section.

Slovak Lines Express, a. s., Mlynské Nivy 5 821 09 Bratislava,  
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